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Think Baseline
Best in class reliability programs perform regular testing to monitor for changes in the condition of their motors. Baseline com-
parisons make this job much easier. Upon starting a reliability program or following the installation of a new motor, best in class 
companies will perform a baseline test. These same companies will perform incoming tests and create a new baseline upon 
receiving a motor from the repair shop. They will then use this new baseline to compare future tests against. To make the job 
easier for the technician and analyst, MCEGold allows you to designate a new baseline test directly from the Test History. All 
future tests will then automatically be compared against the new baseline test.

You are invited to submit an Electric Motor Testing Tip of your own and receive a free PdMA mug or hat if we publish it! Contact 
Lou at 813-621-6463 ext. 126 or lou@pdma.com.
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delays in the content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon.
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